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MY INTEGRUM 
All features of Integrum are set up 
according 
to personal interests of each group of users 
or even each individual user 
Using MY INTEGRUM you can limit the results of your 
searches of information by specific  
GROUPS  of data bases,  
by REGIONS  
 
The user can even build his own PERSONAL COLLECTION of sources 
Themes and Objects 
 
News feeds contain media reports on the topic you are interested in.  
They are adjusted by Integrum specialists in accordance with your requirements and 
are updated every hour or every six hours. 
Find the latest events related to Finland in Russian mass media 
 
www.integrumworld.com 
Themes and Objects 
Set up your own Themes and Objects for each Theme 
Themes 
Objects for each Theme 
Other Themes and Objects related to Finland 
This Theme is about Russia and NOT related to Finland 
Several examples of Anonces 
Find the latest Finnish events in the Russian mass media 
 
www.integrumworld.com 
Find the latest news in the Russian business in Saint-Petersburg 
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Information related to Nokia 
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Choose the period of news reports 
 
www.integrumworld.com 
Read the full text of any article 
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Monitoring of Russian mass media 
You can get ready-made reports and monitorings, choose the viewing 
form: by objects, dynamics, mass media, regions and indexes 
Monitoring of Russian mass media 
You can get ready-made reports and monitorings, choose the viewing 
form: by objects, dynamics, mass media, regions and indexes 
www.integrumworld.com 
Integrum monitoring 
 Famous people of Finland by regions 
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